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1.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I thankyou for giving me this opportunity to address
you on this important, sensitive and timely issue of LPG as an alternative fuel
for vehicles in Hong Kong. I am a university academic with actual, first hand
practical experience with cars running on Liquified petroleum gas LPG and
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)

2.

In the 1980’s, in my home country of New Zealand, I embraced a governmentled, nation wide scheme to convert a significant percentage of the nations 1.5
million cars to either CNG or LPG.

3.

This scheme born at a time of uncertain oil prices and growing environmental
awareness. The government of the day facilitated low interest Bank loans to
encourage ordinary people to convert their cars to alternative fuels. Many
drivers embraced the scheme. A new industry was born with its associated
infrastructural spin offs eg conversion courses at Polytechnics for mechanics,
alternative fuel distribution systems ect.

4.

I would now like to briefly consider some key questions people often ask about
LPG in particular. I will keep Hong Kong in mind as the questions and
answers unfold.

5.

4.1

Is LPG dangerous? There is little difference between petrol and LPG on
the question of danger.

4.2

Is LPG expensive as a fuel? Many factors influence the price of a key
fuel such as petrol or LPG but in countries that have LPG available as
an alternative fuel such as New Zealand, Japan, Thailand, Italy, LPG is
typically cheaper than petrol. LPG is compeditive!

4.3

Is it expensive to convert? Today in Auckland (New Zealand) the
typical conversion of a petrol car to LPG costs HK$10,000. Prices vary
depending on make, cc, type of LPG conversion kit (equipment) used.

4.4

Is LPG a good fuel? Does an LPG car have less power than a petrol car?
The % drop in power is a tiny 1-2% and is impossible to detect. Thus in
Hong Kong a typical 1.5 to 2.0L car running on LPG would not be
affected by a power loss, winter or summer. Clearly, LPG is a very
good fuel. The % drop in power with GNG is greater and approximates
10-15%.

Should we traget taxis for conversion to LPG?
5.1

In my opinion the targets for conversion to alternative fuels should be
urban cars and vans generally and not just taxis.

